
Fade In:

INT. HOSPITAL HALLWAY - MIDNIGHT

CONNOR sits on a bench in a utterly motionless hallway.
Nobody can be seen, Connor is alone. His feet cannot keep
still. 

A middle-aged DOCTOR, clothed in a lab coat approaches
Connor with a clipboard in his hand and a displeased look on
his face. 

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. EMPTY SCHOOL OVAL - DAY

GRACE, JAMES and MATT sit in an unfinished circle on the
oval.

GRACE
(apathetic tone)

...I don't know, why is her coffin
shaped like a 'Y'?

JAMES
(comical)

Cuz every time she hits her back,
her legs spread!

JAMES laughs briefly, GRACE groans in disgust and MATT
continues to stare into empty space. Matt stops to quickly
look at his watch.

Awkward silence. 

MATT
This is now the third time Connor
hasn't rocked up. What should we
be doing?

JAMES
Nah, I reckon we should give the
guy more space to sort things out.
Just like they do on TV.

MATT
What? it's the other way around
man. If we leave him alone then
he'll forget that we're his
friends. We can all guess what
would happen after that...

JAMES
That's bullshit, if he has the
potential to hurt to himself then
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JAMES (CONT'D)
he has the potential to hurt us!
Fucking idiot!

MATT stands up within an instant as does JAMES with a
hot-headed expression. They yell at eachother incoherently,
rising to a climax. 

GRACE
(shouting)

Shut it!

MATT and JAMES stop arguing. GRACE lets out a big sigh

GRACE (CONT'D)
(unflustered)

Listen, I'll just go and try to
talk to Connor when I get home.

IRIS TO:

INT. CONNOR'S BEDROOM - NIGHT 

CONNOR is found sitting at his desk,in a poorly-lit room.
The room is infested with dirty clothes and loose sheets of
paper all over the floor, bed and desk. CONNOR is listening
to particularly gloomy music.

BANGING from the outside of the door is heard. CONNOR
remains perfectly still.

His phone VIBRATES repetididly with a series of messages
from GRACE.

GRACE (V.O)
(calmly)

Connor how are you doing?

Do you want to do something? 

GRACE (V.O) (CONT'D) 
(slightly annoyed)

Why are you ignoring me?

GRACE (V.O) (CONT'D)
(vexed)

Stop this right now Connor this
isn't the right thing to do!

CONNOR reads the messages and begins to wail and cry. In a
mad rage CONNOR SWIPES everything off of his desk, JUMPS on
top of his bed and curls up in a ball.
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CONNOR
(dispiritedly)

They'll just leave me too...they
always leave me...just like she
did.

FADE IN TO:

EXT. SUBURBAN AREA - AFTERNOON

School bell rings. MATT, GRACE and JAMES walk together after
school along the walkpath. 

GRACE
So yeah Connor didn't reply to any
of my texts last night...

JAMES
(complaining)

God, he's making a mountain out of
a molehill. Always has to be so
dramatic. Anyways. Catcha 

MATT and GRACE ignore what JAMES said. JAMES waves and
exits, heading in the other direction.

MATT
Want to go check on Connor right
now?

GRACE
Yeah, let's go.

MATT and GRACE fasten their walking pace.

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. CONNOR'S HOUSE - AFTERNOON

MATT and GRACE come to the front door of Connor's house.
They glimpse at eachother nervously as nothing can be heard
from the inside.

GRACE
(anxiously)

Should we try going around the
back?

MATT
Let me knock on the door first to
see if anyone's home.

MATT KNOCKS on the door. No response.
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MATT KNOCKS on the door again. Still no response.

MATT heavily KNOCKS on the door. A slight tumble.

GRACE turns MATT around and points at Connor's side gate.

GRACE
(whispering)

Give me a boost over!

MATT knods his head in agreement. He lifts GRACE up and over
the gate by her foot. GRACE lands with a great THUD.

MATT tries to lift himself up over the gate however he
cannot.

MATT
(aggravatedly)

Fucking hell.

GRACE
(concerned)

(What's wrong?!

MATT lets out a great MOAN.

MATT
Nothing. I just can't get over.
You go on ahead, you'll be fine
without me.

GRACE takes in a deep breath before proceeding onwards.
GRACE peeks around the corner of the house.

CUT TO:

INT. CONNOR'S HOUSE - SUNDOWN 

GRACE SHUTS the back door, walking into the family room.
Nobody is in the room.

GRACE
Hello? Anyone home?

There is a complete absence of sound.

GRACE RUNS around the house, investigating all of the rooms
within. She BOLTS up the staircase and PUSHES the bathroom
door wide open.

GRACE (CONT'D)
(Traumatised)

Oh my God...

GRACE approaches the sink. She looks at the razor blade
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lying on its side and sees the blood circulating as it runs
into the drain.

A scuffling noise is heard from behind GRACE. GRACE spins
about in panic and witnesses CONNOR sneaking out of the
house through the door.

The door SHUTS behind him.

GRACE (CONT'D)
(screams)

Connor! Wait, Come back!

CUT TO:

EXT. CONNOR'S HOUSE - SUNDOWN 

MATT sits alone on the porch, shuffling his feet and looking
at the ground. He hears a SCREAM coming from the house and
jumps up onto his feet.

CONNOR dashes past MATT like a blur. MATT's attention is
drawn to CONNOR. 

MATT
(shouts)

Shit! Connor! 

Matt starts chasing after CONNOR. CONNOR runs across the
road of his house and towards a nearby park.

CUT TO:

EXT. THE PARK - SUNDOWN 

CONNOR continues to run as he reaches the park. Running off
of the walkpath and on the grass. Out from the corner of a
tree JAMES TACKLES CONNOR to the floor.

MATT jogs over trying to catch his breath. He stops and
bends over, his hands on his knees. Exhausted.

CONNOR
(snivels)

I'm sorry..I'm so sorry.

JAMES
At least you're okay and you
didn't uh...

MATT
(interrupting)

Do it.
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CONNOR
(ashamed)

No. But I did try to, I just
couldn't do it!

CONNOR shows MATT and JAMES his wrists. They are covered in
a series of cuts.

MATT
(sympathetically)

You know when GRACE cheated on
me... Well you're not the only...

MATT starts to lift up his sleeve to CONNOR.

A squeal of tires and a great CRASH is heard from behind
where they had came from. CONNOR, MATT and JAMES all turn
around.

MATT begins to sprint back to Connor's house.

FADE IN TO:

EXT. CONNOR'S HOUSE - NIGHT

MATT rushes over to the scene, running past a still car and
a group of locals. MATT finds GRACE, lying down in the
middle of the road surrounded by glass. Dead.

MATT bends down before her, sobbing at the sight of her
blood.

MATT
Grace, come back to me... Please.
Don't leave me.

James and Connor enter. They lift Matt up and help him away
from Grace's body.

Matt shakes off Connor's comforting hand off of his back. 

THE END.
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